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Periods of negative returns are rare and typically mark end of secular decline

Generational Low

This should be a generational 
low similar to the Great 
Depression and mid-1970s.

Source:  www.ndr.com / Collins Stewart
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Periods of historically high correlations are rare and AFTER a big decline

Generational Low

Source:  www.ndr.com / Collins Stewart

The correlation is highest 
since crash of 1987
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■ Tactical position – Ripple – Wave – Tide.  Market still in primary bull phase and recovering from first intermediate-term correction
- Ripple – Retesting upper end of near-term trading range.  A move through 1120ish suggests a ramp to April high.  
- Wave – The equity market is bouncing from oversold following the first intermediate-term correction in the context of new bull market.
- Tide – The longer-term outlook remains very sound.  We continue to believe we remain in the early innings of a new bull market

■ Inflation
- Core inflation should continue to remain historically low, which is good for the economy and gives Fed room to keep rates low for an extended period
- We use core inflation because it correlates most directly with interest rates 
- Volatile commodity prices remind us why we use core inflation
- TIPS and 5-yr inflation expectations point to emerging expectations for disinflation.  This should keep rates low

■ Interest Rates
- Lower core inflation means long-term rates should remain low and yield curve should remain steep
- If the last two cycles were any indication, Fed Funds should stay near current levels into end of 2010 and maybe beyond
- Expect yield curve to steepen as economy avoids “double dip”
- Interbank spreads are reaching back toward historic lows as demand for credit products surge
- Corporate Credit spreads are narrowing despite the drop in the 10-yr. .  

■ Economy – Entering post recovery growth
- Domestic and Global Leading Indicators now suggest ongoing growth, albeit at a slower pace
- The Consumer “present Situation” Index suggests better times ahead.   This is a trending indicator that is just beginning to improve
- Consumption is likely being fueled by a combination of (1) lower interest expense, (2) Savings, (3) more hours worked.  
- Higher payrolls, better housing and more available credit will be key to continuation of recovery.  
- Business spending should remain robust as ISM, Production and Durable Goods remain elevated
- Increased loan demand and a better lending backdrop for small business will be the key to continued growth

■ EPS should recover from crisis levels and valuation s should expand with low core inflation and interes t rates  
- If economy doesn’t move back into recession (highly unlikely), stocks are cheap no matter what metric you use  
- Estimates are typically conservative coming after periods of over estimation – means current consensus likely too low
- Environments of <3% core inflation are associated with higher valuation expectations
- Forward valuation expansion depends on sustainability of low inflation and EPS growth moving through 2010

■ The risk aversion is historic, which should support  higher prices 
- When money moves into bonds, it ends up moving into equities  
- History suggests widest deficits correlate to economic revenue shortfall surrounding recession

Summary of Thesis
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The various advance/decline lines remain in an inte rmediate-term uptrend.  
Since 1945, the peak in the A/D line takes place 7. 9 months BEFORE the 
peak in the broad equity indices 

Tactical Summary – In Primary Bull Phase

Source:  Lowry’s

The broad market A/D lines continue to 
be in a well defined uptrend…
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The Lowry’s Buying Power Index continues to trend h igher while 
the Selling Pressure Index is making a new low.  Ma jor declines are typically 
preceded by a rise in Selling Pressure and drop in Buying Power 

Tactical Summary – In Primary Bull Phase

Source:  Lowry’s

Buying power   
making new high

Selling Pressure  
making new low
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Tactical Summary – In Primary Bull Phase

The SPX had a typical “1 st” intermediate-term correction in the context of a n ew 
bull market.    

Source: Bloomberg/ Collins Stewart

Jan 1975

Feb 1991

Sept 1982

Nov 1998

Apr 2009

-14.14%

-14.38%

-8.94%

-12.08%
-15.99%

> 10%
Date Date SPX # of mths Date SPX % chg # of mths

1/29/75 7/15/75 95.61 5.5 9/16/75 82.09 -14.14% 2
9/3/82 10/10/83 172.65 13.25 7/24/84 147.82 -14.38% 9.5
2/11/91 2/2/94 482.00 23.75 4/4/94 438.92 -8.94% 2
11/6/98 7/16/99 1418.78 35.75 10/15/99 1247.41 -12.08% 3
4/29/09 4/23/10 1217.28 12 7/2/10 1022.58 -15.99% 2.25

Avg. 18.1 Avg. -13.11% 3.8

Peak Pullback
S&P 500 ≥ 10% above 50-day moving avg. 
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Tactical Summary – In Primary Bull Phase

The SPX is still in the process of working off the 1st intermediate-term oversold 
condition and is pointing to higher prices in 2H10   

Source: Bloomberg/ Collins Stewart

Oversold in the context of an uptrend is a buy  
signal until it stops working as was the case  
toward the end of 2007 as is highlighted by the  
red arrow.

Overbought

Oversold
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Inflation Trend

Inflation should remain subdued:

� Core inflation near lower end of Fed range 
- Interest Rates correlate to core inflation more closely than overall inflation

� Commodity prices stable  
� TIPS showing renewed fears of deflation
� 5-yr inflation expectations steady
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Core PCE is trending lower and remains toward the b ottom of the Fed range.  If 
core inflation remains low, the yield curve should remain historically steep   

Inflation Trend

Despite the global economic 
weakness, the Core PCE remains 
in the Fed’s unofficial target 
range and trending lower

7/10
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There is no sign of an emerging inflation or deflat ion problem in broad 
commodity prices – could be a broad bottoming patter n

CRB Index- 2 year 

Inflation Trend

Source:  Bloomberg/ Collins Stewart Source:  Bloomberg/ Collins Stewart 

The CRB Index has been moving 
sideways over recent months
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TIPS suggesting increased fears of deflation.  That  should help keep Fed on 
sidelines and yield curve steep.

Inflation Trend

Source:  www.ndr.com
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Expectations near normal level of inflation over ne xt 5 years.  Very neutral trend.

Inflation Trend

Source:  www.ndr.comSource:  www.ndr.com
Source:  www.ndr.com
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Short-term interest rates should stay low as the yi eld curve steepens and corporate spreads improve:

� Interbank rates still historically low despite recent tick higher with EU crisis
� Real rates remain near historic low and should stay that way
� Despite the flattening 2-10 spread, we anticipate the peak spread to take place later this year 

- Recessions typically follow an inverted yield curve – not historically steep curves
� Agency and Mortgage spreads back to historic lows
� Corporate spreads narrowing despite drop in 10-yr U.S. Treasury yield

Interest Rates Trend
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Interbank rates remain far from levels that precede d last crisis, and are even 
down a bit from the early summer levels.

Interest Rates Trend

Source:  www.ndr.com
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Interbank rates remain far from levels that precede d last crisis

Interest Rates Trend

Source:  Bloomberg / Collins Stewart Strategy

At 20.75 basis points, the 2-Yr U.S. Dollar 
Swaps are off the late May peak and well 
below the stressed levels that preceded 
the recession and historic bear market.   
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Source:  www.ndr.com

The Real Fed Funds Rate is historically low and sho uld stay there with 
subdued inflation expectations…

Interest Rates Trend

Real rates stalled at the lower end of the 
historical range.  
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…as the 2-10 U.S. Treasury Spread continues to see h istorically high levels and 
peak spreads come at least a year after recession

Interest Rates Trend

Source:  www.thechartstore.com / Collins Stewart

The steepest yield curve 
comes well after the declared 
end of the recession.

Peak Yield spread
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Credit spreads back to or below historic mean level s.  Credit spreads are 
holding despite drop in 10-Yr U.S. Treasury yield.  

Interest Rates Trend

Agency Spread

Mortgage Spread

Investment Grade Spread 
now below historic mean

Speculative Grade Spread at 
historic mean
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Perception of improvement should be driver over com ing months as indicators become less 
predictable with more difficult year ago comparison s

Consumer Related

■ Leading Indicators point to slower period of post recession growth  

■ The consumer initially spends from lower interest expense and personal savings

■ Payroll readings still suggest job and income growth ahead  

■ Temporary Employment & Small business hiring plans indicate ramping employment growth

■ Lending standards to consumers easing as lower rates should stimulate renewed interest in borrowing

Business Related

■ ISM suggests manufacturing growth remains at historically high levels

■ ISM at historically high levels bodes very well for production and exports

■ Ultimately banks will take the lead in lending to fund growth

- Loan demand remains weak but appears to be turning and lending standards now “easier”

Economic Growth Trends
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OECD U.S. Leading Indicators are sending a very cle ar message of continued 
growth as the peak at the end of the cycle

Bottom Line

Source:  www.ndr.com

Despite the fear of a “double dip,” recessions 
follow a peak in the composite index and 
NEGATIVE annual rate of change.  A negative 
reading isn’t close.
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OECD Global Leading Indicators are suggesting same

Bottom Line

Source:  www.ndr.com

While these readings are dated as of end of June, t here is a slight 
global downtick in the annual rate of change due to  the “Asian 5” 
being slightly ahead of U.S. path in slowing from p eak
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Consumer Spending trend continues to improve due to  lower interest 
expense, spending from savings, aggregate employmen t improvement

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

Source:  www.thechartstore.com  

PCE is well off the low and seeing the first 
pause.  Each cycle has its ups and downs, and 
it is WAY too early to write off consumption
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Source:  www.ndr.com / Collins Stewart 

Bottoming in Consumer Confidence “Present Situation Index” offers 
excellent insight toward forward economic growth.  

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

A turn following a recession in the Present Situati on 
index is a sign of a sustainable turn in growth.
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Personal Interest Payments (excluding mortgages) as  a percent of 
Disposable Income still dropping and is back to 50 yr lows

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

Source:  www.thechartstore.com  

Combination of aversion to debt and lower 
interest rates have led to a big drop in interest 
payments as a % of Disposable Income
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Source:  www.ndr.com

Historically, the initial positive turn in consumpt ion is fueled by savings...

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

Coming out of recession, consumers 
spend some of what they saved.  No 
proof that has changed.
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…because it takes time for Employment to improve.  T he key will be 
sustainable improvement once census worker influenc e is over

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

Source:  www.ndr.com

Payrolls have been skewed by census workers.  
Private payrolls should continue to trend higher 
over coming months
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…and the Temporary Employment readings suggest the i mprovement should 
become more pronounced…

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

Source:  www.ndr.com

Nonfarm payrolls have a correlation of 0.92 
against Temporary Employment pushed ahead 4 
months.  The data suggests this won’t be a 
“jobless recovery” for long.
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… As hiring plans by small businesses lead national numbers and have a 
very strong -0.88 correlation coefficient and sugge st  small businesses 
are about to hire

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

There is a very strong 
relationship between small 
business hiring plans and the 
unemployment level.
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Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

When the employment trends turn from depressed leve ls it suggest more hours 
and jobs, which ends up with higher incomes and mor e spending power

Source:  www.ndr.com

Every major turn in Aggregate Hours and Payrolls ha s been 
a sign of economic growth and labor market expansio n.
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Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

The Employment Trends suggests a strong likelihood of continued GDP growth 
with a 0.92 correlation coefficient moved ahead 2 m onths

Source:  www.ndr.com

Monthly Real GDP correlates VERY strongly 
to the Conference Board’s Employment Cost 
Index moved ahead 2 months
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Source:  www.ndr.com / Collins Stewart

While it is normal behavior to cut back on the use of debt to fuel 
consumption, this cycle rivals ’75 & early ’80s.  I t appears  the de-levering 
may be over as debt financed consumption sees first  uptick

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

It looks like the de-levering process may have run its 
course as debt financed consumption had it’s 1 st uptick
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The lower use of debt to finance consumption and be tter income trends 
has made banks more willing to lend to consumers

Economic Growth Trends – Consumer Outlook

As credit standards for 
various consumer loans 
ease…demand 
continues to get “less 
worse”

Consumer loan 
demand continues 
to get “less worse”

Source:  www.ndr.com
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The ISM snapback has seen a pause following recent ramp off the low.  We 
expect reading should remain elevated

Economic Growth Trends – Business Outlook

Source:  www.ndr.com

Avg. Peak in ISM Manufacturing Index
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The stall at elevated levels suggests same should t ake place in Industrial 
Production.  This should be considered normal at th is stage of recovery.

Economic Growth Trends – Business Outlook

Source:  www.ndr.com

The dotted line is a 3-month 
forecasted Industrial Production 
based on the ISM Composite 
Index .  
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Export activity continues to support economic recov ery

Source:  www.ndr.com

Economic Growth Trends – Business Outlook

ISM New Exports Order Index points to 
continued high levels goods exports.
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Economic Growth Trends – Business Outlook

Source:  www.ndr.com

The “less bad” recovery in C&I Loan demand continues.

Getting “less bad”
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Economic Growth Trends – Business Outlook

The good news is that Bank Lending Practices are ea sing as loan demand 
begins to improve.   

Lending standards continue to improve similar 
to the last two post-recession periods…

…loans are also becoming cheaper relative to cost of  funding…

…and there was a meaningful lag in loan demand follo wing the 
past two recessions.

Source:  www.ndr.com
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Earnings Trend

EPS Should Beat Expectations:

� Fear of economic slowing has been trumped by reality of results and corporate guidance.  
� To date, EPS are beating estimates handily on cost cutting measures AND top line growth.  
� Periods following analyst inappropriate optimism are followed by periods of pessimism.
� 2010 S&P 500 Operating EPS back above $83/shr
� 2011 and 2012 EPS estimates are $96 and $108, respectively 
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EPS keep surprising and the 2010 & 2011 EPS ests. C ontinue to be revised 
higher.   

Earnings Outlook

Source:  Thomson Financial
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Periods of inappropriate EPS optimism are followed by periods of being overly 
conservative by between 5-20%.  

Earnings Outlook

Source: www.ndr.com

Each bar below represents how the 
actual EPS came out vs. where they were 
estimated vs. a year ago (Zach’s ests).  It 
is clear analysts are overly conservative 
coming out of a recession.

Expected EPS way too optimistic 
from year earlier est.

Too pessimistic following recession
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So far this cycle beating average of prior EPS reco very periods

Earnings Outlook

Corporate Profits have exceeded the 
recovery of the last six expansions 
(11/70, 03/75, 07/80, 11/82, 03/91, 
11/01).  This chart assumes the 
recession ended 06/09, although it 
might prove to be a bit later.

Current Expansion

Average of last 6 
expansions
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Profit Margins expand after each recession and don’ t peak until the end of 
the recovery! 

Earnings Outlook

Source:  www.ndr.comSource: www.ndr.com

After-Tax Margins peak at end of recovery, not the start

Source: www.ndr.com

Here comes the top line 
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A look at forward 12-month analyst revisions, Growt h Rates and Valuations

Earnings Outlook

Source:  Thomson Financial / Starmine
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S&P 500 EPS Outlook

Source:  Thomson Financial

2010 growth has held up despite 2009 upside surpris e due to upward 
revisions.  There is still solid growth estimates f or 2011

Earnings Outlook
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A look at forward 12-month growth by Sector

Earnings Outlook
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The market correlates with the direction of Earning s

Earnings Outlook

Source: www.ndr.com

The long-term correlation and 60-month 
correlation both show SPX operating earnings 
and price move together 
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Valuations

Market Valuations Look attractive:

� Based on consensus EPS expectations, valuations have moved dramatically lower 
� We are assuming a mid-teens multiple given low interest rates and the core rate of inflation even 
though history suggests a 20 multiple
� stocks cheap especially relative to  corporate bonds
� Market currently trading at ONLY 12x likely 2011 EPS
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Core Inflation between 1-3% suggests P/E of 20 - eve n excluding periods where P/E 
exceeded 30.  We are only assuming a mid-teens mult iple to 2011 operating earnings

Valuation Outlook

Source: www.ndr.comSource: www.ndr.com

We excluded recent P/E on reported 
earnings because it skewed the readings 
inappropriately due to negative EPS

Core CPI between 1-3% gives avg. 
P/E of 20 using operating EPS
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Core Inflation between 1-3% suggests P/E of 21 - eve n excluding periods 
where P/E exceeded 40

Valuation Outlook

Source: www.ndr.com

We excluded recent P/E on reported 
earnings because it skewed the readings 
inappropriately due to negative EPS

Core CPI between 1-3% 
gives avg. P/E of 21 
using reported EPS
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No matter how you slice it, stocks are historically  cheap, especially relative to 
corporate bonds

Valuation Outlook

Source: www.ndr.com
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� Fund flows to equity funds remain negative as any r isk taking has been 
in fixed income

� Big flows into fixed income typically lead to perio d of net equity 
reduction

� Wide deficits are historically a “buy” signal, beca use it reflects a 
significant drop in tax receipts, which occurs in a  recession

Misc. Market Thoughts
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It is hard for the market to move up without positi ve flows into equities.  The 
good news is that it is going into bonds and should  end up moving up risk 
scale

Misc. Market Thoughts

Source: www.ndr.com

The 12-month smoothing shows an interruption in tre nd toward positive flows
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Source: www.ndr.com

Similar to prior cycles, thus far the money is head ing toward fixed income

Misc. Market Thoughts

A record inflow to bond funds 
eventually ends up in equities
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Ultimately, that leads to a significant net RETIREM ENT of corporate equities

Misc. Market Thoughts

Source: www.ndr.com
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Wide deficits are historically better buy than sell  signals for the market as it is 
indicative of a pending revenue recovery

Misc. Market Thoughts

Wide deficits are historically good times to buy 
equities as it is indicative of an earnings trough for 
both businesses and consumers
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Collins Stewart disclaimer

Collins Stewart LLC Ratings
Collins Stewart LLC assigns research equity ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell. For Buys, we will publish a 12-month price target for any stock with an estimated appreciation 
potential of 20% or more. For Sells, we also publish a 12-month price target for any stock with an estimated underperformance potential of 20% or more.

Buy: 12 months, estimated 20% or more appreciation
Hold: 12 months, between 20% appreciation and 20% decline expected.
Sell: 12 months, estimated 20% or more decline.

Disclaimers
This report is for informational purposes only, and the information herein is obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and 
that of the opinions based thereon, are not guaranteed. The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 
investors. Further, this report is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or related instruments. The investments discussed or recommended 
in this report may not be suitable for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of the reader, and should not be relied upon without consultation with 
an investment professional. Opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice. Collins Stewart LLC accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or 
damage of any kind arising out of the use of any part, or all, of this report. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by 
applicable law, and may not be reproduced or distributed in any form without the specific consent of Collins Stewart LLC. Redistribution of this, via the Internet or 
otherwise, report without permission is specifically prohibited, and Collins Stewart LLC accepts no liability for the actions of third parties in this regard.

From time to time, Collins Stewart LLC or its employees may have a long or short position in the securities of company (ies) discussed herein and, at any time, may 
make purchases and/or sales as principal or agent.

The research analyst who is primarily responsible f or the research contained in this research report a nd whose name is listed first on this report: (1) at tests 
that all of the views expressed in this research re port accurately reflect that research analyst's per sonal views about any and all of the securities and  
issuers that are the subject of this research repor t; and (2) attests that no part of that research an alyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or 
indirectly, related to the specific recommendations  or views expressed by the research analyst in this  research report.

All Collins Stewart LLC ("CSTI") employees, includi ng research associates, receive compensation that i s based in part upon the overall performance of the  
firm, including revenues generated by CSTI's invest ment banking department.


